GENERAL


Continuing the research themes of the author's A Sociology of Commercial Flight Crew (Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2006) the present study is based on a sleep/activity log (SLOG), semi-structured interviews and a web-based questionnaire to determine the effects of flight-time limitations and potential sleep deprivation among other areas discussed.

AERODYNAMICS


AERIAL LAW


A very detailed well-illustrated history of the famous flying boat operated by Pan American Airways and British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) describing its design evolution, passenger accommodation, flight crew training, flightdeck and peacetime/wartime operations.


Illustrated by over 300 photographs, a detailed account of the design evolution of the famous North American medium bomber, including squadron allocations (including Lend Lease and variants such as the C-109). Lend Lease and variants such as the C-109).


A detailed review of the major DC-9 air accident that occurred to Itavia Flight IH870 which disappeared over the tyrrhenian sea on 27 June 1980, written by a member of the Multi Commission which was convened to investigate the causes of the accident.

NAVIGATION


For further information contact the National Aerospace Library. T +44 (0)1252 701036 or 701060. E hublibrary@aerosociety.com
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